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Hello. We’ve

made some

exciting

costumes for

our new show,

Dream maker.

They are lab



coats, just like

a scientist

would wear,

but we have

tie-dyed them

all sorts of

weird and

wonderful



colours. There

is a spiral of

blues and

purples like a

night sky,

stripes of

yellow and

orange like a



tiger, random

blobs of

colour like a

jellyfish, and

ones a

higgledy

piggledy mess

– because



these aren’t

just any

normal

scientists,

they are

dream makers.



We have the

costumes, but

we don’t have

characters.

We need your

help. A fun

way we like to

make



characters is

by answering

questions

about them.

We might

ask…



What a

characters

name is?

How old they

are?



What their

role is in the

dream makers

shop?

If they have a

special talent?



If they have a

special dream

making tool?

What do they

dream about?

Want do they

have



nightmares

about?

Once you had

decided your

answers, you

have to try

and become



this person

and let

everyone know

what you are

like.

Here’s an

example:



Hello, my

name is Dr

Aquarius and

I’m 76 years

old. My job in

the dream

shop is to



sweep up all

the mess, it’s

very hard

work. My

special talent

is hiding from

the

customers, oh



here comes

one now,

hehehehe

My favourite

dream making

tool is the

dream hoover,



listen, NOISE

wow

I often have

dreams that it

is my birthday

and I get a

cake big

enough for all



my candles

and everyone

sings, happy

birthday to

me, happy

birthday to

me.



But every now

and again I

have a

nightmare,

about plastic

filling the

world, until

I’m



surrounded by

bags and

straws and

bottles until

there’s not a

single green

thing in sight –

terrible.



This is just an

idea, the

characters

you come up

with might be

completely

different. We



have four very

different

characters in

our show and

it is up to you

to who they

are and why



they make

dreams.

You can find

our list of

character

questions as a

link on this



page. You can

fill it out, or

record

yourself

answering the

questions and

send it back

to us at



info@paddleb

oattheatre.co.

uk

We can’t wait

to hear your

idea’s.
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